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Across

Down

2. The fuel that makes the clinic go-round

1. A sleepover at our clinic for your dog or cat

5. Clinic work attire

3. A picture your pet doesn't need to say "cheese"
for

7. Surgery to make a female dog or cat unable to
reproduce
9. A cross between a pedicure and a wrestling
match (2 words)
13. Infection of the uterus in an intact female dog
or cat that requires emergency surgery
14. Not actually an insect, but this skin issue is a
pest just the same!
15. Veterinarian's sidekick (2 words)
16. A test with poo particles suspended in saline
solution that is part of your puppy or kitten's visit
and your pet's yearly exam (2 words)
17. Most popular male puppy name in 2019

4. Surgery to make a male dog or cat unable to
reproduce
6. Looking glass that reveals even the tiniest
secrets
8. Funny to say, but so not funny to smell! (2
words)
10. Most popular female puppy name in 2019
11. 3 month flea & tick prevention with a yummy
peanut butter flavor
12. A fitting, technical term for a pregnant cat
18. Acronym for a veterinarian
19. Often left in strange places, but needed for
every exam, techs spend about 20% of their time

20. We ask you to bring it in, your pet makes lots
of it, and it tells us a lot about your pet's overall
health
21. Famous last words a tech hears before
something bad happens (4 words)
23. Spa treatment for your pet
24. Carried by mosquitoes
25. Small blood-sucking hitchhikers
27. It's shown as a sign of trust, but just look don't touch!(2 words)
28. Injectable heartworm prevention that comes
in a 6 or 12 month dose

tracking this down for their veterinarian
22. Technical term for a dog giving birth
26. Like vampires, but smaller and have way
fewer movies about them

